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linguistics and other fields.
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Preface
The decipherment of ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic writing is one of the great success
stories of modern archeology. Before 1822, the civilization of ancient Egypt was mute
and mysterious, its images bizarre and incomprehensible to a world convinced that all
thought of any worth began with the ancient Greeks. Today we are able to read the
ancient Egyptian texts and, more importantly, to understand for the most part what
they meant to the people who wrote them. In the process we have discovered a world
of rich imagination, sophisticated thought, and profoundly moving emotion.
Learning Egyptian, however, presents a number of problems not encountered in
studying most other languages. The culture of ancient Egypt differs from our own in
more than just its language. Its texts are full of terms and concepts that have no direct
counterpart in the modern world. To help you understand these, each grammatical
lesson is also complemented by a short essay on some aspect of Egyptian society and
thought. This foundation will make it possible for you not only to translate the hieroglyphic texts but also to understand what they have to say.
Ancient Egyptian is a dead language, and our knowledge of it is restricted to the
limited number of texts that have managed to survive. We learn Egyptian, therefore, not
as a means of communication but as a tool for reading those texts. The purpose of this
book is to enable you to understand the grammar and content of Middle Egyptian texts
and not—or only accidentally—to teach you how to write your own Egyptian sentences. The exercises in each lesson and the accompanying dictionary in the back of
the book therefore go in one direction only, from Egyptian to English.
As you will discover in the course of the first few lessons, the hieroglyphic writing
system does not represent very well what Middle Egyptian was like as a spoken language. For that reason, we cannot usefully approach ancient Egyptian as we might
other languages, learning the grammar through phrases and sentences designed around
the scenarios of everyday life. Because hieroglyphs usually do not reveal the actual
form of a word, we cannot rely just on the written form to tell us what a word means.
We also have to pay close attention to context: how words are put together into the
phrases and sentences of Egyptian texts.
In learning Middle Egyptian, therefore, we also need to learn the mechanics of
grammar—concepts such as predicates, adverbial modifiers, and subordinate clauses.
Experience has shown that beginning students often find these concepts a major hurdle
to learning Egyptian—and conversely, once they are understood, a significant aid to
reading Egyptian texts. For that reason, the lessons in this book devote a good deal of
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time to the discussion of grammar. Terms are defined when they are first introduced,
and grammatical constructions are illustrated with examples from English as well as
Egyptian. This approach should make it possible for you to perceive grammar as less of
a barrier and more of a tool in your efforts to learn Middle Egyptian. The emphasis in
these lessons is on a practical approach to recognizing Egyptian forms and constructions.
Discussions of grammatical theory are relegated to the final essay, where you can evaluate
their usefulness on the basis of what you have learned.
As you can see from the title page, this is the third edition of the book. The second
edition was primarily intended to correct errors in the first edition and to introduce illustrations to accompany the essays. This new edition essentially follows the same format,
but it is significantly different in several respects. The page layout has been redesigned to
increase legibility, resulting in a slightly larger page count. To make it more useful as an
aid to reading texts, an index of textual references has been added. The discussion of dependent clauses has been extracted from the lessons on individual constructions and verb
forms and reorganized into dedicated lessons on the various means of subordination.
Most importantly, the treatment of the verb has been greatly simplified in three respects. As discussed in Essay 26, scholarship in the past few years has cast doubt on two
fundamental assumptions of previous grammatical studies of Middle Egyptian enshrined
in the first two editions of this book: that gemination is an inflectional feature, that
meaning and usage are critical indices for identifying forms of the sÿm.f, and that the
sÿm.f and sÿm.n.f have nominal/relative as well as regular forms. This edition treats gemination as a lexical feature and relies primarily on written forms for analyzing the verb. As
a result, the four participles described in the first two editions have been reduced to two
and the seven forms of the active and passive sÿm.f have been reinterpreted as one active
and one passive; this brings the Middle Egyptian verbal system more in line with that of
later stages of the language, and should make it much easier for beginning students
to comprehend. In addition, nominal/relative use of the sÿm.f and sÿm.n.f are
treated as a feature of syntax rather than inflection.
The fact that such a profound shift in the analysis of Middle Egyptian has occurred
only in the past few years reflects an ever-increasing sophistication in our understanding
of the language. I hope that students of this book will continue that trend. I am grateful to Cambridge University Press for the opportunity to bring out this revised edition,
and I trust that the changes introduced in it will make the book even more useful than
its first two incarnations.
Providence, 2013
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